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✓Candidates of exotic hadrons :X(3872), Z(3900), Yb, Zb ... 



Zb(10610) and Zb(10650)
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Z b1 Z b 2

Decay process
✓Υ(5S) → Zbπ → Υ(nS) ππ
✓Υ(5S) → Zbπ → hb(mP)ππ
✓Υ(5S) → Zbπ → B*B(*)   ππ
✴ n=1,2,3  m=1,2

Mass and width
✓Zb(10610) : Zb
    M = 10607.4 ± 2.0 MeV  ~BB*
    Γ = 18.3 ± 2.4 MeV
✓Zb(10650) : Zb’
    M = 10652.2 ± 1.5 MeV  ~B*B*
    Γ = 11.5 ± 2.2 MeV

e-e+

b b

Υ(5S)

π π Υ(nS)
hb(mP)

Belle group,  PRL108, 112001 (2012).



Properties of Zb
Exotic quantum numbers

Exotic twin resonances

Exotic decays

Zb is a candidate of B*B(*) molecule !

✓IG(JP)=1+(1+)
✓Zb is the “genuine” exotic state

✓The masses of Zb’s are very close to the  
respective thresholds of BB* and B*B*

✓The decay of Υ(5S) ➜ Zbπ ➜ hb(mP)ππ is           
not suppressed although it needs spin flip



BB molecules 
with OBEP

S. Ohkoda, Y. Yamaguchi, S. Yasui, K. Sudoh, and A. Hosaka, 
Phys. Rev. D86, 014004 (2012)



Features of the heavy meson molecule
1. The kinetic term of Hamiltonian is suppressed
✓Because the reduced mass is larger in heavy mesons
✓two body systems :

2. B and B* are degenerate thanks to HQS
✓The interaction of the heavy quark spin is suppressed in 
heavy quark sector
✓The effects of channel-couplings becomes lager
✓Mass splittings:

H =
P 2

2µ
+ V (r)

µNN � 470
µDD� � 970
µBB� � 2650

MeV

MeV

MeV

mK� �mK � 400
mD� �mD � 140
mB� �mB � 45

MeV

MeV

MeV



Tensor force in NN and BB systems

B B

BB 1S0

1S0N N

NN 3S1

3S1

3D1
π

π

✓S-D wave mixing causes 
the tensor interaction

✓B and B are irrelevant 
without heavy quark symmetry

π× ×



Tensor force in NN and BB systems
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B* B*

✓S-D wave mixing causes 
the tensor interaction

✓the mass degeneracy causes 
the tensor interaction



B(*)

Potential model

B(*)

π,ρ,ω

B(*) B(*)

pion (!!, !!!, etc.) exchange, heavy meson (", !, #,
etc.) exchange at short distances as well. With these po-
tentials, we solve the two-body Schrödinger equation with
channel couplings and discuss the existence of bound and/
or resonant states of P!"# !P!"#.

In this paper, we study P!"# !P!"# systems, with exotic
quantum numbers which cannot be accessed by quarkonia.
The first group is for isosinglet states with I $ 0. We recall
that the possible JPC of quarkonia are JPC $ 0%& ($b),
0&& (%b0) for J $ 0, J%% ("), J&% (hb), J

&& (%b1) for odd
J ' 1, and J%%, J%&, J&& (%b2) for even J ' 2, where
examples of bottomonia are shown in the parentheses.
However, there cannot be JPC $ 0%% and 0&%, J%& with
odd J ' 1, and J&% with even J ' 2 in the quarkonia.
These quantum numbers are called exotic JPC, and it has
been discussed that they are the signals for exotics includ-

ing the P!"# !P!"# systems and glueballs. The second group is
for isospin triplet states with I $ 1. It is obvious that the
quarkonia themselves cannot be isotriplet. To have a finite
isospin, there must be additional light quark degrees of

freedom [22]. In this regard, P!"# and !P!"# mesons have

isospin half, and therefore the P!"# !P!"# composite systems
can be isospin triplet. We observe that, near the thresholds,

the P!"# !P!"# systems can access to more variety of quantum
numbers than the Q !Q systems. In this paper, we focus on
the bottom sector (P $ B and P" $ B"), because the heavy
quark symmetry works better than the charm sector.

In the previous works, Ericson and Karl estimated the
OPEP in hadronic molecules within strangeness sector and
indicated the importance of tensor interaction in this sys-
tem [23]. Törnqvist analyzed one pion exchange force
between two mesons for many possible quantum numbers
in [24,25]. Inspired by the discovery of X(3872), the
hadronic molecular model has been developed by many
authors [6,8,26–30]. For Zb’s, many works have already
been done since the Belle’s discovery. As candidates of
exotic states, molecular structure has been studied [31–37],
and also tetraquark structure [38–43]. The existence of
Zb’s has also been investigated in the decays of "!5S#
[44–47]. Our study based on the molecular picture of

P!"# !P!"# differs from the previous works in that we com-
pletely take into account the degeneracy of pseudoscalar
meson B and a vector meson B" due to the heavy quark

symmetry, and fully consider channel couplings of B!"# and
!B!"#. In the previous publications, the low-lying molecular
states around Zb’s which can be produced from the decay
of "!5S# were studied systematically and qualitatively
[48,49]. Our present work covers them also.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we in-
troduce (i) the ! exchange potential and (ii) the !"!
potential between B!"# and !B!"# mesons. To obtain the
potentials, we respect the heavy quark symmetry for the

B!"#B!"#!, B!"#B!"#" and B!"#B!"#! vertices. In Sec. III, we

classify all the possible states composed by a pair of B!"#

and !B!"# mesons with exotic quantum numbers IG!JPC#
with isospin I, G parity, total angular momentum J, parity
P, and charge conjugation C. (C in I $ 1 is defined only
for states of Iz $ 0.) In Sec. IV, we solve numerically the
Schrödinger equations with channel couplings and discuss
the bound and/or resonant states of the B!"# !B!"# systems.
We employ the hadronic molecular picture and only con-
sider the B!"# !B!"# states. In practice, there are bottomonium
and light meson states which couple to these states. The
effect of these couplings as quantum corrections is esti-
mated in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we discuss the possible decay
modes of these states. Section VII is devoted to summary.

II. INTERACTIONS WITH HEAVY
QUARK SYMMETRY

B!"# mesons have a heavy antiquark !b and a light quark
q $ u, d. The dynamics of the B!"# !B!"# systems is given by
the two symmetries: the heavy quark symmetry for heavy
quarks and chiral symmetry for light quarks. These two
symmetries provide the vertices of ! meson and of vector
meson (v $ ",!) with open heavy flavor (bottom) mesons
P and P" (P for B and P" for B")

L !HH $ g tr !HaHb&'&5A
'
ba; (1)

LvHH $ %i( tr !HaHbv
)!")#ba

& i* tr !HaHb#)'F)'!"#ba; (2)

where themultiplet fieldH containingP andP" is defined by

Ha $
1& 6v
2

(P"
a)&

) % Pa&5); (3)

with the four-velocity v) of the heavy mesons [11]. The

conjugate field is defined by !Ha $ &0H
y
a&0, and the index a

denotes up and down flavors. The axial current is given by
A) ’ i

f!
@)!̂ with

!̂ $
!0!!
2

p !&

!% % !0!!
2

p

0
@

1
A; (4)

where f! $ 135 MeV is the pion decay constant. The cou-
pling constant jgj $ 0:59 for !PP" is determined with
reference to the observed decay width # $ 96 keV for
D" ! D! [50], assuming that the charm quark is sufficiently
heavy. The coupling constant g for!BB" would be different
from the one for !DD" because of 1=mQ corrections with
the heavy quark mass mQ [51]. However, the lattice simula-
tion in the heavy quark limit suggests a similar value as
adopted above [52], allowing us to use the common value for
D and B. The coupling of!P"P", which is difficult to access
from experiments, is also fixed thanks to the heavy quark
symmetry. Note that the coupling of !PP does not exist due
to the parity conservation. The coupling constants ( and *
are determined by the radiative decays of D" meson and
semileptonic decays of B meson with vector meson domi-
nance as ( $ 0:9 and * $ 0:56 GeV%1 by following
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sider the B!"# !B!"# states. In practice, there are bottomonium
and light meson states which couple to these states. The
effect of these couplings as quantum corrections is esti-
mated in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we discuss the possible decay
modes of these states. Section VII is devoted to summary.
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where f! $ 135 MeV is the pion decay constant. The cou-
pling constant jgj $ 0:59 for !PP" is determined with
reference to the observed decay width # $ 96 keV for
D" ! D! [50], assuming that the charm quark is sufficiently
heavy. The coupling constant g for!BB" would be different
from the one for !DD" because of 1=mQ corrections with
the heavy quark mass mQ [51]. However, the lattice simula-
tion in the heavy quark limit suggests a similar value as
adopted above [52], allowing us to use the common value for
D and B. The coupling of!P"P", which is difficult to access
from experiments, is also fixed thanks to the heavy quark
symmetry. Note that the coupling of !PP does not exist due
to the parity conservation. The coupling constants ( and *
are determined by the radiative decays of D" meson and
semileptonic decays of B meson with vector meson domi-
nance as ( $ 0:9 and * $ 0:56 GeV%1 by following
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at vertices of hPP, hPP!, and hP!P! (h " !, ", and !).
Here, ~q and mh are momentum and mass of the exchanged
meson, and ! is the cutoff parameter. Then, C#r;mh$ and
T#r;mh$ are defined as

C#r;mh$ "
Z d3 ~q

#2!$3
m2

h

~q2 %m2
h

ei ~q&~rF# ~q;mh$; (27)

T#r;mh$S12#r̂$"
Z d3 ~q

#2!$3
' ~q2

~q2%m2
h

S12#q̂$ei ~q& ~rF# ~q;mh$; (28)

with S12#x̂$ " 3# ~#1 & x̂$# ~#2 & x̂$ ' ~#1 & ~#2, and F# ~q;mh$ "
#!2 'm2

h$2=#!2 % ~q2$2. The cutoff ! is determined from

the size of B#!$ based on the quark model as discussed in
Refs. [54,55]. There, the cutoff parameter is! " 1070 MeV
when the ! exchange potential is employed, while ! "
1091 MeV when the !"! potential is employed.

As a brief summary, we emphasize again that, according
to the heavy quark symmetry, not only the B "B! ! B! "B and
B! "B! ! B! "B! transitions but also the B "B ! B! "B! and
B "B! ! B! "B! transitions become important as channel
couplings. In the next section, we will see that the latter
two transitions supply the strong tensor force, through the
channel mixing B and B! as well as different angular
momentum, such as L and L( 2.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF THE B#!$ !B#!$ STATES

We classify all the possible quantum numbers IG#JPC$
with isospin I, G parity, total angular momentum J, parity
P, and charge conjugation C for the states which can be
composed by a pair of B#!$ and "B#!$ mesons. The charge
conjugation C is defined for I " 0 or Iz " 0 components
for I " 1, and is related to the G parity byG " #'1$IC. In

the present discussion, we restrict upper limit of the total
angular momentum as J ) 2, because too higher angular
momentum will be disfavored to form bound or resonant

states. The B#!$ "B#!$ components in the wave functions for
various JPC are listed in Table I. We use the notation
2S%1LJ to denote the total spin S and relative angular

momentum L of the two-body states of B#!$ and "B#!$

mesons. We note that there are not only B "B and B! "B!

components but also B "B! ( "BB! components. The JPC "
0%' state cannot be generated by a combination of B#!$ and
"B#!$ mesons [56]. For I " 0, there are many B#!$ "B#!$ states
whose quantum number JPC are the same as those of the
quarkonia as shown in the third row of I " 0. In the present
study, however, we do not consider these states, because we
have not yet included mixing terms between the quarkonia

and the B#!$ "B#!$ states. This problem will be left as future
works. Therefore, for I " 0, we consider only the exotic
quantum numbers JPC " 0'', 1'%, and 2%'. The states of
I " 1 are clearly not accessible by quarkonia. We inves-
tigate all possible JPC states listed in Table I.
From Eqs. (13)–(16) and (21)–(26), we obtain the

potentials with channel couplings for each quantum
number IG#JPC$. For each state, the Hamiltonian is given
as a sum of the kinetic energy and the potential with
channel couplings in a form of a matrix. Breaking of the
heavy quark symmetry is taken into account by mass
difference between B and B! mesons in the kinetic term.
The explicit forms of the Hamiltonian for each IG#JPC$ are
presented in Appendix A. For example, the JPC " 1%'

state has four components, 1!!
2

p #B "B! ' B! "B$#3S1$, 1!!
2

p *
#B "B! ' B! "B$#3D1$, B! "B!#3S1$, B! "B!#3D1$ and hence it
gives a potential in the form of 4* 4 matrix as Eqs. (A6),
(A17), and (A28).

TABLE I. Various components of the B#!$ "B#!$ states for several JPC (J ) 2). The exotic quantum numbers which cannot be assigned
to bottomonia b"b are indicated by

p
. The 0%' state cannot be neither bottomonium nor B#!$ "B#!$ states.

JPC Components Exoticness
I " 0 I " 1

0%' & & & p p

0%% B "B#1S0$, B! "B!#1S0$, B! "B!#5D0$ $b0
p

0'' 1!!
2

p #B "B! % B! "B$#3P0$
p p

0'% 1!!
2

p #B "B! ' B! "B$#3P0$, B! "B!#3P0$ %b
p

1%' 1!!
2

p #B "B! ' B! "B$#3S1$, 1!!
2

p #B "B! ' B! "B$#3D1$, B! "B!#3S1$, B! "B!#3D1$ hb
p

1%% 1!!
2

p #B "B! % B! "B$#3S1$, 1!!
2

p #B "B! % B! "B$#3D1$, B! "B!#5D1$ $b1
p

1'' B "B#1P1$, 1!!
2

p #B "B! % B! "B$#3P1$, B! "B!#1P1$, B! "B!#5P1$, B! "B!#5F1$ #
p

1'% 1!!
2

p #B "B! ' B! "B$#3P1$, B! "B!#3P1$
p p

2%' 1!!
2

p #B "B! ' B! "B$#3D2$, B! "B!#3D2$
p p

2%% B "B#1D2$, 1!!
2

p #B "B! % B! "B$#3D2$, B! "B!#1D2$, B! "B!#5S2$, B! "B!#5D2$, B! "B!#5G2$ $b2
p

2'% 1!!
2

p #B "B! ' B! "B$#3P2$, 1!!
2

p #B "B! ' B! "B$#3F2$, B! "B!#3P2$, B! "B!#3F2$ %b2
p

2'' 1!!
2

p #B "B! % B! "B$#3P2$, 1!!
2

p #B "B! % B! "B$#3F2$, B! "B!#5P2$, B! "B!#5F2$ c b2
p
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tigate all possible JPC states listed in Table I.
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potentials with channel couplings for each quantum
number IG#JPC$. For each state, the Hamiltonian is given
as a sum of the kinetic energy and the potential with
channel couplings in a form of a matrix. Breaking of the
heavy quark symmetry is taken into account by mass
difference between B and B! mesons in the kinetic term.
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2%' 1!!
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p p

2%% B "B#1D2$, 1!!
2

p #B "B! % B! "B$#3D2$, B! "B!#1D2$, B! "B!#5S2$, B! "B!#5D2$, B! "B!#5G2$ $b2
p

2'% 1!!
2

p #B "B! ' B! "B$#3P2$, 1!!
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Table 4: Various components of the P(!)P̄(!) states for several JPC (J ! 2).
The exotic quantum numbers which cannot be assigned to bottomonia bb̄ are
indicated by

"
. The 0+" state cannot be neither bottomonium nor B(!)B̄(!)

states.
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I = 0 I = 1
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"
(3P0)

" "

0"+ 1#
2

!
BB̄! # B!B̄

"
(3P0), B!B̄!(3P0) "b

"

1+" 1#
2

!
BB̄! # B!B̄

"
(3S1),

1#
2

!
BB̄! # B!B̄

"
(3D1), B!B̄!(3S1), B!B̄!(3D1) hb

"

1++ 1#
2

!
BB̄! + B!B̄

"
(3S1),

1#
2

!
BB̄! + B!B̄

"
(3D1), B!B̄!(5D1) !b1

"

1"" BB̄(1P1),
1#
2

!
BB̄! + B!B̄

"
(3P1), B!B̄!(1P1), B!B̄!(5P1), B!B̄!(5F1) !

"

1"+ 1#
2

!
BB̄! # B!B̄

"
(3P1), B!B̄!(3P1)

" "

2+" 1#
2

!
BB̄! # B!B̄

"
(3D2), B!B̄!(3D2)

" "

2++ BB̄(1D2),
1#
2

!
BB̄! + B!B̄

"
(3D2), B!B̄!(1D2), B!B̄!(5S2), B!B̄!(5D2), B!B̄!(5G2) !b2

"

2"+ 1#
2

!
BB̄! # B!B̄

"
(3P2),

1#
2

!
BB̄! # B!B̄

"
(3F2), B!B̄!(3P2), B!B̄!(3F2) "b2

"

2"" 1#
2

!
BB̄! + B!B̄

"
(3P2),

1#
2

!
BB̄! + B!B̄

"
(3F2), B!B̄!(5P2), B!B̄!(5F2) #b2

"

Table 5: Contributions for each mesons

(Unit is MeV) V! V" V#

< V > #84.6 3.7 #8.4
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✓IG(JP)=1+(1+)
✓Our model well explains 
the masses of Zb’s
✓OPEP is dominant in the 
heavy meson molecules.

Contributions for each mesons



IG(JPC)� 1+(0--)� 1+(1+-)� 1-(1++)� 1+(1--)� 1-(2++)� 1+(2--)� 0+(1-+)�

10594�
10596�

10602�

10655�

10566�

10617�
10621�

10606�

10649�

10622�

Zb(10607)�

Zb(10652)�(10650)�
B*B*�

(10604)�
BB*�

(10559)�
BB�

Γ=27.7�

Γ=37.4�

Γ=8.4�

Γ=3.9�

Γ=2.8�

Γ=91.6�

BB bound and resonance states



IG(JPC)� 1+(0--)� 1+(1+-)� 1-(1++)� 1+(1--)� 1-(2++)� 1+(2--)�

ϒ(5S)%�0'(1'')�
(10860)� π%S'wave�

π%P'wave�

γ%�

Υπ, hbπ �

Υπ, hbπ �Υπ, ηbρ �

hbπ, ηbρ, Υπ�

Υπ, ηbπ�

hbπ, ηbρ, Υπ�

Υπ, ηbπ�
Υρ, Χbπ �

Υρ, Χbπ �

(10650)�
B*B*�

(10604)�
BB*�

(10559)�
BB�

�	���	�
�	�����

�	���	��������

0+(1-+)�

Decays of BB states



Relations of spin structures and 
decay properties of Zb

S. Ohkoda, Y. Yamaguchi, S. Yasui, K. Sudoh, and A. Hosaka, 
Phys.Rev. D86, 117502 (2012).



Light spin complex
✓In the heavy quark limit, new conserved 
quantity appear ̶̶ light spin complex

Sl = J - SH Total angular momentum 
Heavy quark spin

Light spin complex
J
SH

Sl

:
:
:

✓We can write the wave function of heavy 
hadrons as the direct product of SH ⊗ Sl

Υ
hb
χbJ

:
:
:

1H ⊗ 0l　
0H ⊗ 1l　
(1H ⊗ 1l)J　

:
:
:

SH ⊗ Sl bb(2S+1LJ)
bb(3S1)
bb(1P1)
bb(3PJ)

:
:
:

JPC

1- - 

1+- 

1++ 



The spin structure of Zb

✓The spin structures of Zb’s are given as 

Zb

Zb’

:

:

:

:

SH ⊗ Sl Component

1�
2
(0�H � 1�l )� 1�

2
(1�H � 0�l )

1�
2
(0�H � 1�l ) +

1�
2
(1�H � 0�l ) 1�

2
(BB̄� �B�B̄)(3S1)

B�B̄�(3S1)

✓Zb is a mixture state of 0H and 1H
✓(0H ⊗ 1l) decays to hbπ, ηbγ , ... 
✓(1H ⊗ 0l) decays to Υπ, χbJγ , ...



Zb ➜ χbJ γ

✓χb2 + γ(P-wave)

✓χb0 + γ(P-wave)

✓χb1 + γ(P-wave)

= (1�H � 1�l )|J=0 � (0+
H � 1+

l )

=
1
3
(1�H � 0�l )� 1�

3
(1�H � 1�l )|J=1 +

�
5

3
(1�H � 2�l )|J=1

= � 1�
3
(1�H � 0�l ) +

1
2
(1�H � 1�l )|J=1 +

15
6

(1�H � 2�l )|J=1

= �
�

5
3

(1�H � 0�l ) +
�

15
6

(1�H � 1�l )|J=1 +
1
6
(1�H � 2�l )|J=1

|�b0�(M1) > |J=1

|�b1�(M1) > |J=1

|�b2�(M1) > |J=1

�(Z0
b � �b0�) : �(Z0

b � �b1�) : �(Z0
b � �b2�)

1 : 3 : 5

✓This ratio is testable with experiment



• We studied the B(*)B(*) bound and resonant 
states

• The potential model suggests Zb’s have 
molecular type of structure and predicts a 
number of exotic mesons

• The pion interaction is dominant in the system 
of the heavy meson molecule

• Analyzing the spin structure gives useful 
information of the decay properties

Summary


